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AUTOMATIC GROUPS: A GUIDED TOUR

by Benson Färb 1

Geometrie group theory has seen a flurry of activity in the last ten years
due to new geometric ideas of Gromov, Cannon, Thurston and others. This

resurgence has given birth to a truly new field of mathematics: the theory of
automatic groups. This fast-growing field lies at the juncture of geometry,
topology, combinatorial group theory and algorithms; many of its ideas and

themes have their roots in mathematics from throughout this century. As this
subject is nearing the end of its infancy it seems an appropriate time for a quick
survey. The writing of this paper grew out of conversations with the curious,
talks given at Cornell and Princeton, and an attempt to set things straight in
my own mind. I'll try to give the reader a taste of some of the main ideas,
techniques and applications of the theory. For a detailed, comprehensive
introduction to automatic groups, the reader may consult the upcoming book
Word Processing and Group Theory by Epstein, Cannon, Holt, Levy,
Paterson and Thurston ([E et al]).

1. Background in geometric group theory

The theory of automatic groups is based on the study of groups from a
geometric viewpoint. In order to put things in their proper perspective we'll
first have to review a small bit of background material. To a group G with
finite generating set S, one associates the Cayley graph TS(G) of (G, S), which
is a directed graph whose vertex set consists of elements of G, with a directed
edge labelled s going from g to g • 5 for each g e G, s e S. As a matter of
convenience, for elements s e S which have order two, we draw only one
(undirected) edge labelled s between g and g • s, as opposed to drawing one
from g to g - s and another from g • s to g. The Cayley graph can be made
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into a metric space by assigning each edge length 1, and by defining the
distance between two points to be the length of the shortest path between them.
A word representing g e G can be thought of as a path in r5(G) from 1 to

g; a geodesic in TS(G) from g to h is the same as a word of minimal length
representing g~lh. Examples of Cayley graphs of some familiar groups are

given in figure 1. It is possible to construct and study geometric objects such

as geodesies and triangles in the metric space TS(G). One theme of geometric

group theory is that there is an interplay between geometric properties of the

Cayley graph and group theoretic properties of G.

For general finitely presented groups (i.e., groups having a presentation
with finitely many generators and finitely many relators), not much can be

said. Recall that if G is a finitely presented group with generating set S, the
44word problem" for G consists of giving an algorithm which takes as input
any two elements of the free group on S (so-called 'words'), and as output
tells whether or not the two words represent the same element of G;

equivalently, there is an algorithm which tells whether or not an input word

represents the identity element of G. In one of the great mathematical
achievements of the 1950's, Novikov and Boone found a finitely presented

group for which the word problem is not solvable. We shouldn't give up so

easily, though, since we are mostly interested in studying groups that arise in

geometry and topology, and it is in these situations where we can hope to use

the structure of the spaces to tell us more about the groups.

If G arises naturally from some geometric situation, for example if G is

the fundamental group of some compact hyperbolic manifold M, then the

geometry of the Cayley graph TS(G) is in some sense a combinatorial model

of the geometry of M. Geodesies, spaces at infinity, and global manifestations
of curvature are all captured by the metric space r5(M). In fact, if G is the

fundamental group of a compact Riemannian manifold M, then TS(G) is

quasi-isometric (i.e., isometric up to constant factors) to the universal cover

M of M. The study of the geometry of the Cayley graph and its group
theoretic implications is part of the field of geometric group theory. For an

inspiring introduction to some of this material, see [Ca2]. As Cannon notes

in his paper, one of the central philosophies of geometric group theory is that
geometric models of groups give rise to computational schemes for dealing
with those groups. It is this idea that we shall explore.
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Cayley Graphs of Z, Z x Z and Z * Z with the standard generators

2. The beginnings of automatic groups

The main ideas behind automatic groups began with another beautiful

paper of Cannon. In the second decade of this century Dehn solved the word

problem for surface groups by using the geometry of the hyperbolic plane. In
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1984 Cannon extended Dehn's solution to the word problem to cocompact
discrete groups of hyperbolic isometries ([Cal]). Perhaps the main idea of
Cannon's paper is that one can "see" the Cayley graphs of such groups. What
does it mean to see the Cayley graph of an infinite group? For example, the

Cayley graph of (Z, S) with S {1} is simply the real line with a vertex at each

integer. When drawing a picture of r5(Z), we draw only the two-ball, say,
and then a trailing line of dots • • • .By this we really mean to repeat the picture
of the two-ball in our heads off to infinity, thinking also of the linear recursion

n i-> n + 1. To "see" the Cayley graph should mean to have a picture of some
finite ball around the origin and some finite machine which tells us how to
piece copies of this ball together out to infinity. Cannon suggested as an open
problem that one might "Formalize the notion that a Cayley graph can be

described by linear recursion, and devise efficient algorithms for working out
that recursion for many examples." The idea is that if such a linear recursion

exists, which should happen whenever there is some pattern in the Cayley
graph, then we can build a picture of what the group looks like, and from this

picture we can construct algorithms to do computations in the group, such as

solving the word problem.
The next layer of foundation was provided by Thurston, who gave a formal

definition of the "linear recursion" Cannon spoke of. Thurston did this by
using finite state automata (FSA for short), the simplest type of machines

which have been studied thoroughly by computer scientists for nearly forty
years. It seems interesting that Gilman was independently exploring the use of
finite state automata for normal forms in groups (see, e.g. [Gi]), although with
no (explicit) discussion of geometry. The details of the basic theory of
automatic groups were worked out at Warwick by Epstein, Holt and Paterson.
The use of finite state automata is partly motivated by their success in both
the theory and applications of computer science; most word-processors

(including 'vi') construct finite state automata for tasks such as word searches,

and many compilers use FSA during lexical and syntactical analysis. In order

to understand automatic groups we'll first need to have some understanding
of finite state automata.

3. Finite state automata

Given some finite set of letters j/ {«j, ...,a„), we want to pick out a

nice subset of the set j/* of all words in the letters at (one can view jaf* as

the free monoid generated by the elements of jaf). A subset L ç sd* is called

a language. Informally, a finite state automaton W over is a finite directed
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graph with vertices called states, written as small circles; a special vertex called

the start state of W,with the letter *5' (for 'start') written inside it; and directed

edges connecting the vertices, each edge labelled with a letter from sf. For any

given label, each vertex can have at most one edge directed out of it with this

fixed label. Finally, we pick a subset Y of states which we call accept states,

and draw the vertices of accept states as double circles. States not in Y are

referred to as fail states. Examples of some finite state automata are given in

Figure 2

Some finite state automata and their accepted languages

A finite state automaton W gives a language over sd as follows: If
w w0Wi... wn is a word with each wt e jd, then beginning at the start state

s, move from state to state by reading along the edge labelled w0, then along

Wi, then along wn. If at any time the current state is v, and the next letter
which should be read is wt but there is no edge directed out of u labelled wt,
then w is not accepted by W. If after reading the word w the current state is

an accept state, then w is accepted by W, otherwise w is not accepted by W.

The set of accepted words L L{W) is said to be the language accepted by
W. Note that if the start state s is an accept state then the empty word is an
element of L. A language which is accepted by a finite state automaton is called
a regular language.
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Regular languages are the simplest, most important languages studied by

computer scientists. They are very special — most languages (i.e., subsets of
j/*) are not regular. An example of a language over the alphabet srf - {a, b)
which is not regular is the set {anbn:n eZ}; this follows immediately from
the well-known 44pumping lemma" of computer science (see [HU]). Note that
{anbm: n,m e Zj is regular. The reason why {anbn: n e Zj is not regular is

that a finite state automaton has no memory, and so cannot know exactly how

many b's to accept after having accepted n a's.

There are other ways to define regular languages via certain grammatical
operations and other machines similar to the automata described above (see

[Epi], [E et al.] or [HU]). Different (though equivalent) definitions of regular
languages are useful in different situations, but for us the above definition will
suffice.

Before giving the definition of automatic groups we will need the notion
of a two-variable padded language. Given an alphabet jaf, we can add a

padding symbol $ $ sd to form the alphabet j/ u {$}, and we can consider

a finite state automaton W as above, but this time with labels in
(jafu $) x (jaf u $) \ ($,$). Given a pair of words (u,v) e sd* x jaf*, say

u U\ - • • uni v V\ • • • vm with m ^ n, we pad v with the symbol $ so that
the resulting words have equal length. We will say that (w, u) is accepted by
W if we can read off the edges (wi,t>0, ...,(um,vm), (wm + 1>$), ...,(ww,$) and

end up at an accept state of W. The set of accepted pairs (w, v) is said to be

regular over the (padded) alphabet sd. The point of padding is that pairs of
words can be read at equal speeds, even if the words have different lengths.

4. Automatic groups: definitions and examples

The definition of automatic group involves only finite state automata. We

will later show this to be equivalent to a more geometric, and perhaps easier

to understand, condition.
Let G be a group with finite generating set jaf ={ax, ...,#„} such that

sd actually generates G as a monoid, stf is most often chosen as

jaf S u S~l, where S is a finite set of (group) generators for G and S~l
is the set of inverses of the elements of S. Notice that there is a natural map
from j/*, the free monoid on j/, to the group G which takes a word to the

group element which it represents; we will denote this map by w ^ w. G is an

automatic group if the following conditions hold:
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1. There is a language L over sd given by a finite state automaton W such

that the natural map n: L — G is onto; the image n(w) is denoted by w. Thus

there is at least one, and perhaps even an infinite number, of words in L

representing each group element. W is called the word acceptor, and it gives

a choice of canonical forms for group elements.

2. The following (padded) languages are regular:

{(u,v): u,v e L and u v }

Lax {(u,v): u, v e L and u vä[)

LQn {(w,i>): u,v e L and u van)

L= gives a FSA which checks whether two canonical forms represent the

same group element; its accepting automaton W= is called the equality
checker. La. gives a FSA which checks whether two canonical forms

represent group elements which differ by at (multiplied on the right); its

accepting automaton Waj is called a word comparator.
The collection of automata (W, W= Wai, WQn) is called an automatic

structure for G. One should think of the word acceptor W as a way of choosing
canonical forms for group elements, and the other automata of the structure

as a way of relating and piecing together these canonical forms to give the

group. We begin with three immediate simple examples.

Simple examples of automatic groups:
1. Finite groups are automatic. If G {gi, g„} is a finite group of

order n, we take the set sd {g!, g„} as monoid generating set, and let
L sd. Then L is a regular language since finite sets are regular (the
automaton is an «-segment star with labels gi on the edges). Since the sets

L=,Lg], ...,Lgn are finite, hence regular, G is automatic.

2. The infinite cyclic group Z < a > is automatic. Figure 3 gives the

automatic structure for Z with respect to the generating set

sd {a,A a~x)

3. The free group on two generators F(a,b) is automatic. The word
acceptor given in figure 2, which accepts reduced words in F(a,b), is part of
an automatic structure. The reader is invited to construct the equality checker
and the comparator automata.

An automatic group may have many automatic structures, even for a fixed
generating set; the point is to find an automatic structure which is natural and
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easy to understand. It has been shown that if G is automatic with respect to
one finite set of generators, then it is automatic with respect to any other finite
set of generators ([E et al.]).

There is another definition of automatic group which is equivalent to the

definition we have given. This second definition is more geometric than the

first, and so it is often useful in proving that groups arising in geometric
situations are automatic. We shall prove the equivalence of the two definitions
since the proof gives a taste of the interplay between the geometry and the finite
state automata.

wm

w.
(a,a) (AA)

Figure 3

An automatic structure forZ < a,A - a~l >

Recall that a path u in TS(G) can be thought of as a map
u: [0, oo) TS(G), where u(t) is the element of G given by the first t letters

of u if t is less than the length of u, and u(t) - u if t is greater than or equal
to the length of u (recall that u is the element of G represented by the word
u in the free group on S). Two paths u and v in TS(G) are said to satisfy the

k-fellow traveller property if dT^G){u(t),u(t)) < k for all t ^ 0.
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Proposition 1. A group G is automatic if and only if the following
properties hold:

1. G has a word acceptor W with regular language L(W) over some

finite monoid generating set j/, as in condition 1 of the definition of
automatic group. Recall that the natural map L(W) -> G is required to be

onto, and that the image of a word w is denoted by w.

2. There is a constant k such that if u,v e L{W) represent elements

of G which are distance 1 apart in rV(G), then the paths u and u

satisfy the k-fellow traveller property.

Proof. If G is automatic with monoid generating set sd [ax, an),
let c be an integer greater than the maximum number of states in any of the

word comparators Wai, Wan. Suppose u and v are a distance 1 in T^{G),
so that u,v e L differ by some ai9 say u vaj. Let s(t) denote the state Wa.

is in after reading the (possibly padded) prefixes u(t) and vit). Then clearly
there is a path in WQi from s(0 to an accept state, and this path must have

length less than c. Note that the 44path to an accept state" in Wa. gives a pair
of paths in T^G) from u(t) and v(t) to points in T^(G) which differ by the

generator at\ each of these paths must have lengths (in the Cayley graph) less

than c. From this it follows easily that dTs{G)(u{t),v(t)) ^ 2(c - 1) + 1

2c - 1 for all t (see figure 4). This bound holds uniformly for all such paths.

Now suppose G satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the hypothesis. We'll
build a finite state automaton Diff which keeps track of how two paths differ

Figure 4

Proof of the Âr-fellow traveller property for an automatic group
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over time, and we'll use Diff to build the War If S and 5b are the state set

and start state of the word acceptor W, and if Bk is the set of group elements

of distance ^ k from the identity e e G (i.e. the k-ball in rV(G) around e),

let the state set S' of Diff be S x S x Bki and let the start state of Diff be

(s0,s0,e). Diff h in state (sx ,s2,g) and the letter (x,y) in the associated

padded alphabet is read, then Diff goes into the state (tx,t2,x~ lgy)f where x
(resp. y) takes state sx (resp. s2) of W to state tx (resp. t2) of W (with the

Figure 5

The idea behind the finite state automaton Diff

padding symbol not changing the states); except if tx or t2 is a fail state of W

or if x'lgy $ Bk, in which case Diff goes into fail state (don't draw an arrow
labelled (x,y) coming out of (sx ,5,2,g)). Now Diff is a FSA which keeps track
of whether two paths are accepted by W, and also keeps track of how far away
the two paths are (see figure 5). The automata Wa. may then be defined by

taking the FSA Diff with accept states of the form (sx, 52, af where sXis2 e S.

W= is given by Diff with accept states of the from (sX)s2ye), where

sx, s2 e S. EH

Proposition 1 shows that an automatic structure for a group G with
generating set is determined by the regular set L ç jaf*; the word

acceptor for L and the comparator automata must exist, but they need not be

given explicitly. Most often one shows that a certain set of words T, such as

the set of geodesies in the Cayley graph, is regular, and that the k-fellow
traveller property is satisfied for some k. The proof of Proposition 1 also

shows that the entire Cayley graph r^(G) is determined by the Ar-ball around
the identity; the "linear recursion" given by the automata of the automatic
structure may be used to knit together copies of this k-ball to obtain r^(G).
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Automatic groups encompass a large class of examples under one theory.

We provide a list of the most well-known examples, others are being discovered

at a rapid pace. The proof that a given class of groups is automatic usually
involves doing quite a bit of geometry in spaces on which that class of groups
acts in a geometric way (e.g., cocompactly by isometries); hence the proofs
of the facts below have a strongly geometric flavor.

Main examples of automatic groups:

1. Finite groups.

2. Abelian groups.

3. Negatively curved groups. Negatively curved groups (sometimes called

'hyperbolic groups') are those groups whose Cayley graphs have uniformly
thin triangles. These groups have been studied extensively in the last ten years

(see [Gr, Ca2, Gh, CDP, GdlH] for surveys). Examples of negatively curved

groups include finite groups, free groups, cocompact discrete groups of
hyperbolic isometries (more generally, fundamental groups of compact
manifolds with strictly negative sectional curvatures), and small cancellation

groups satisfying the usual metric small cancellation conditions ([LS]).
Gromov has claimed that, in some combinatorial sense, "most" groups are

negatively curved. The proof that negatively curved groups are automatic is

essentially contained in Cannon's original paper ([Cal]), although it is of
course not couched in those terms; the language L of normal forms consists

of the set of geodesic words. Negatively curved groups were the first and are
still the most important examples of automatic groups. Automatic groups are
much more general than negatively curved groups; for example, negatively
curved groups cannot have a subgroup isomorphic to Z x Z. In fact, any
Seifert fiber space over a closed surface has an automatic fundamental group
([E et a/.]), but most of these spaces do not even admit metrics of non-positive
curvature.

4. Non-metric small cancellation groups. Groups with a presentation
satisfying the weaker, non-metric small cancellation hypothesis are not, in
general, negatively curved. However, Gersten and Short have shown that such

groups are automatic ([GS1, GS2]). In some sense the theory of automatic
groups unifies and supercedes small cancellation theory.

5. Many Coxeter groups. Many Coxeter groups are automatic. It still
seems to be an open question whether all Coxeter groups are automatic. It is
quite enjoyable to construct explicitly automatic structures for reflection
groups in the euclidean and hyperbolic planes, such as the group of reflections
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in the sides of a right-angled pentagon in the hyperbolic plane; the reader is

encouraged to do so.

6. Most three-manifold groups. The situation for compact three-
manifolds is pretty well understood. Epstein and Thurston have shown ([E et

al.]) that if M is a compact three-manifold which satisfies Thurston's
Geometrization Conjecture, then nfM) is automatic if and only if none of
the pieces in its decomposition along spheres and tori is modelled on
Nilgeometry or Solvgeometry. That is, if Mu ...,Mk are compact three-
manifolds whose interiors are modelled on one of the eight three-dimensional
geometries, and if M is the compact, connected three-manifold formed from
the Mt by connected sum, disk sum and identifying boundary tori in pairs,
then 7i i (M) is automatic if and only if none of the M, is closed and modelled

on Nilgeometry or Solvgeometry. Another approach to this, via theorems on
the automaticity of graphs of groups, is given by Shapiro ([S]).

7. Geometrically finite groups. Epstein has shown ([E et al.]) that every
geometrically finite hyperbolic group is automatic; in particular, fundamental

groups of hyperbolic link complements are automatic. This is useful since most
link complements have a hyperbolic structure. The main part of Epstein's
proof involves figuring out what the quasi-geodesics (see below) are in the
universal cover of a finite volume hyperbolic manifold with its cusps cut off.

8. Braid groups. Thurston has shown ([E et al.]) that the braid group on

n strands is automatic (for each n ^ 1), which also shows that the mapping
class group of the (n + l)-punctured sphere is automatic. This work explores
several algorithmic aspects of the braid group. Thurston has conjectured that
the mapping class groups of all hyperbolic surfaces are automatic.

The property of being automatic is closed under direct product, free

product and free product with amalgamation over a finite subgroup. If H is

a finite index subgroup in G, then H is automatic if and only if G is. These

closure properties give many more examples of automatic groups; in

particular, cocompact discrete groups of Euclidean isometries are automatic
since they contain abelian subgroups of finite index by Bieberbach's Theorem.

Although a wide variety of examples are automatic, this class of groups
is very special, much more so than, say, groups with solvable word problem.
To show that a group is not automatic seems difficult, for how does one show

that "There does not exist any regular language such that..."? However,
techniques for showing that certain groups are not automatic have been

developed; most of these involve isoperimetric inequalities in groups. We refer
the reader to [E et al.], [Gel], and [GS3] for details.
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Examples of groups that are not automatic:

1. Infinite torsion groups. The mere existence of such groups is far from

trivial, so it is not very disconcerting that such groups are not automatic (it
is, perhaps, heartening). That infinite torsion groups are not automatic follows

immediately from the well-known "pumping lemma" for finite state automata

(see [Gil for the proof).

2. Nilpotent groups. Finitely generated nilpotent groups which do not
contain an abelian subgroup of finite index are not automatic. This was first
proved by Holt. For example the three-dimensional Heisenberg group
H3 < a,b,c: [a,b] c, [a,c] 1 [b,c] > the simplest non-abelian

nilpotent group, has a cubic isoperimetric function (see property 7 below) and

so is not automatic. The fact that nilpotent groups are not automatic is a bit
surprising and annoying, considering the fact that nilpotent groups are quite
common and have an easily solved word problem.

3. SLn(Z),n ^ 3. Note that SL2(Z) contains a free subgroup of index
six, and so is automatic. The proof that SLn(Z),n ^ 3 is not automatic
involves finding a contractible manifold on which SLn(Z) acts with compact
quotient, and showing that a higher-dimensional isoperimetric inequality is not
satisfied by that space. The search for this manifold involves the study of the
symmetric space S£„(R) / 50„(R).

4. Baumslag-Solitar Groups. The group Gp>q < x,y:yxpy~l
xq > is not automatic unless p - 0, <7 0 or p ±q. These groups

provide examples of groups which are not automatic but are asynchronously
automatic (see [BGSS, E et al.}).

5. Hyperbolic groups are automatic

It is most often the case that proving that a group G is automatic requires
doing quite a bit of geometry in a space on which G acts in a geometric way.
As an example we prove the result of Cannon that cocompact discrete groups
of hyperbolic isometries are automatic; in fact we show this more generally
for fundamental groups of compact manifolds with (not necessarily constant)
strictly negative sectional curvatures.

A path a: [a,b] -> X in a metric space X is a quasi-geodesic if it is a
geodesic up to constants; that is, there exists a K such that

1 / K(t2 ~h)-K< dx{a(tx), a (t2)) < K(t2 - t{) + K
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for all ti < t2 in [a,b]; in this case a is called a K-quasi-geodesic. A quasi-
geodesic is a 'geodesic in-the-large' (hence the adding and subtracting of the

constant K). One of the most important facts about negatively curved spaces
is that quasi-geodesics are close to geodesies.

Lemma 2 (Morse-Mostow). Let M be a compact manifold with strictly
negative sectional curvatures. Then there exists a constant C C(K) such

that any finite K-quasi-geodesic a in the universal cover M lies in the C-

neighborhood of the geodesic joining the endpoints of a.

This lemma, implicit in a 1924 paper of Morse ([Mo]), was used in the

proof of Mostow's rigidity theorem; a proof is given in [Th2]. Note that the
situation is quite different for spaces which are not negatively curved; consider
the logarithmic spiral in the euclidean plane.

If G is the fundamental group of a compact Riemannian manifold M, then
a natural copy of the Cayley graph TS(G) sits inside of the universal cover M
of M\ namely, choose a basepoint m e M and a lift m e M of m, put a

vertex at g(m) for each deck transformation g e G, and for each edge from
g to g • s in the Cayley graph connect g(m) and gs{rh) by a geodesic in M
(here M is given the metric induced by that on M, so that the deck

transformations act as isometries). It is a fundamental fact that paths in the

Cayley graph TS(G) that are geodesic are actually quasi-geodesics in M. This
ties the (quasi-)geometry of the fundamental group together with the

(quasi-)geometry of the universal cover.

Theorem 3. If M is a compact manifold with strictly negative
sectional curvatures, and if S is any generating set for G 7ti(M), then

the set of geodesic (shortest) words in TS(G) is a regular language, and is

part of an automatic structure for G; in particular G is automatic.

We follow the proof idea given in [Thl].

Proof. We shall prove that the set L of geodesies in TS(G) is a regular
language satisfying the /r-fellow traveller property for some k.

By the comment above there is some constant K such that geodesies

u,u e L which represent elements of G at distance one apart in TS(G) are K-
quasi-geodesics in M, so by Mostow's Lemma they lie in a C-neighborhood
of geodesies u' and v' in M with the same endpoints as u and u; this is the

only place where the strictly negative curvature assumption is used. Now u'
and vr form two sides of a triangle whose third side has length at most 2K,

by the equation on page 13. Since M is a non-positively curved space, u' and
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v' are within Hausdorff distance 2K from each other. Hence u and u are

Hausdorff distance of at most 2K + C + C apart (see figure 6), and from this

it follows easily that, since u and v are geodesies in TS(G), they are k-fellow

travellers for some constant k, and this k depends only on the curvature bound

Figure 6

Why geodesies in Ts(G) are fellow travellers

Notice that the subwords ut and vt consisting of the first i letters of u and

v are geodesies, and UiVf1 lies in the k-bdl\ Bk around the identity in TS(G).

We now build a finite state automaton W which recognizes precisely the

set of geodesies in TS(G). As state set S of W we take the set of subsets of
the A:-ball Bk together with a fail state F, let the subset consisting of the

identity be the start state, and take every state of S except for F as an accept

state. Suppose the generator g of the word w is read when W is in the state

T. Then W should go into the fail state if either T is the fail state or g e T\
otherwise W should go into the state

{g'Ha: t e T, a e S u S~l u {e}}n Bk

(see figure 7). The idea is to keep track of all paths which are competing with
w for being the shortest path to w; w is rejected as soon as a subword of w
is longer than one of its competitors. The amount of information to remember
is finite since we need to keep track only of word differences, all of which lie
in a finite set (namely Bk). More precisely, after reading in the first i letters
of w, the current state St (if it isn't the fail state) consists of precisely those
elements t of Bk which satisfy the property that there is some path of
length i from 1 to w, • t which is a /:-fellow traveller with wt; this follows
easily by induction on i.
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g-%a g'lha

aa'

1

Figure 7

How to determine the new state after being in state T and reading the generator g

We claim that the finite state automaton W accepts precisely the set of
geodesies. If the (z + l)'st generator of w lies in Si, then wi+ \ (hence w) is not
a geodesic since wi+i can be represented by a word of length /. Hence W

accepts every geodesic word. Now suppose that w is not a geodesic; so there
is some i such that wt is a geodesic but there is some path u from 1 to wi+1
which is shorter than the path wi+i; we may assume that u is geodesic. Since

Wi and v are geodesies ending a distance one apart in the Cayley graph, they
are /:-fellow travellers. Note that v has length at most i, so by padding u we

can make a path v' of length i which is a ^-fellow traveller with W/. But v'
and wi+1 Wi • g represent the same group element; hence g e St. This
shows that the fail state is entered upon reading the smallest initial subword

of w which is not a geodesic; in particular the FSA W accepts only geodesic

words.

Cannon's original proof of theorem 3 is based on the notion of 'cone type'
(see [Cal, Epi]). The idea is that geodesies in a hyperbolic group have only
finitely many asymptotic behaviors (i.e. cone types), so building a geodesic

generator by generator requires looking at a finite set (the set of cone types)
and applying finitely many rules (determining the possible cone types after
adding the next generator).

Here t\ ,t2 e T, a e S u S 1
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6. Interesting properties

The class of automatic groups encompasses a wide variety of groups, many

arising from vastly different geometric situations and exhibiting vastly

different behaviors. It is indeed surprising that such a diverse class of groups

should share all of the properties which come from being automatic.

Some nice properties of automatic groups:

1. Finite presentation. Although it is true a priori only that automatic

groups are finitely generated, it is in fact true that every automatic group has

a finite presentation; that is, a presentation with finitely many generators and

finitely many relators.

2. Fast solution to word problem. There is a quadratic time algorithm

to solve the word problem for an automatic group; quadratic in the sense that

one can check in 0(n2) steps whether a word of length n represents the

identity or not. In fact, one can put a word in a canonical form (given by the

regular language of the word acceptor) in quadratic time ([E et al.]). We should

also mention that, if G is automatic, then there is some automatic structure

for which there is a unique canonical form for each group element; that is,

the natural map n: L -> G is bijective. It is not known if automatic groups have

solvable conjugacy problem.

3. Fast pictures. One can enumerate the elements of an automatic group
with a unique word for each element; the first n elements can be enumerated

in time 0(n\ogri). This allows for efficient construction of the Cayley graph
of an automatic group, as well as pictures of sets which are invariant under

the action of an automatic group. Mumford and Wright have used automatic

groups in programs to draw pictures of limit sets of quasifuchsian groups
efficiently; mathematicians have been trying to draw such pictures efficiently
on computers for many years. Automatic group structures have also been used

in relating frames in the soon to be released movie 4'Not Knot". After
implementing ideas from automatic groups, the time for computing the
numbers used to locate points in a single frame went from about 20 minutes
to about 15 seconds on a four processor Iris. Since there are 28 frames per
second, the amount of time saved is quite substantial ([Ep2]).

4. Uniform algorithms. There is an algorithm which takes as

input a finite presentation and as output gives the automatic structure
(JV, W=, Wai, WQn) for the group. The algorithm does not terminate if
the group is not automatic; in fact, there is no algorithm which can determine
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for a presentation G < xu ...txn\ rx, rm > of a group G whether or not
G is automatic. The algorithm exists since it is possible to give a list of
(checkable) axioms characterizing when a collection of finite state automata
form the automatic structure of a group. The algorithm for solving the word
problem for a fixed automatic group is itself algorithmically constructible, so

there is a uniform algorithm for solving the word problem for all automatic
groups! It should be noted that the algorithm which finds the automatic
structure from the presentation is extremely slow. More efficient methods for
finding automatic structures in slightly more special cases have in fact been

programmed by Epstein, Holt and Rees. Their ideas involve the Knuth-Bendix
process, and their programs have been quite successful at finding automatic
structures for a number of examples ([EHR]). One can also show that there
is an algorithm which takes as input a presentation of an (a priori) automatic

group, and as output tells whether or not the group is trivial, and whether or
not the group is finite. For presentations in the class of arbitrary groups, these

problems have been shown to be unsolvable ([Ra]). It is an open question
whether the isomorphism problem is solvable for automatic groups; that is,

if there is an algorithm to determine, given two presentations whose groups
are automatic, whether or not the groups are isomorphic.

5. Rational growth functions. Many automatic groups have rational
growth functions; in particular those groups which have an automatic structure
where the language of accepted words consists of geodesies have rational

growth functions. Recall that if we are given a presentation (G, S), and if cn

denotes the number of elements of TS(G) at distance n from the identity, the

counting function for (G,S) is the function f(x) XT=i cnxn• The rationality
of f(x) may be interpreted as the fact that the number of elements contained

in the sphere (or ball) of radius n in TS(G) may be determined by a linear

recursion, such as the recursion which gives the Fibonacci sequence. The

automatic groups team at Warwick has programs which, given the automatic

structure of an automatic group where the language of accepted words consists

of geodesies, produces a rational function giving the growth of the group. It
is an open question whether all automatic groups have rational growth
functions.

6. Type FPX. If G is an automatic group, then there exists an Eilenberg-
MacLane space K(G, 1) with finitely many cells in each dimension; in this case

G is said to be of type FP«, (see [Al]). It still seems to be unknown whether

torsion-free automatic groups must have finite cohomological dimension.
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7. Quadratic isoperimetric function. We shall not discuss isoperimetric

functions in groups here; the reader may consult [Gel, Sh, E et al.].

Isoperimetric functions in groups are extremeley interesting, and have become

quite important in combinatorial group theory and geometry; related concepts

have recently proven useful in the study of three-manifolds ([Ge2, St]).

Gromov showed that the negatively curved groups are precisely those which

have a linear isoperimetric function. Automatic groups satisfy a quadratic

isoperimetric function, but are not characterized by this property. Thurston

(unpublished) has shown that the five-dimensional Heisenberg group has a

quadratic isoperimetric function but is not automatic.

It is possible to get a feel for the breadth and unifying power of the theory
of automatic groups by matching up groups in the list of examples with
properties from the list just given. For instance, automatic groups give a

uniform quadratic time solution to the word problem for fundamental groups
of compact negatively curved manifolds, most Coxeter groups, and the braid

groups (previously known algorithms for the braid groups never discussed

speed, and seem to be much slower). The reader may wish to contemplate other
"theorems" obtained by matching pairs in the lists.

7. Related topics, open problems, and a vision of the future

The field of automatic groups (and related topics) is still quite young;
accordingly, there are many open questions which are interesting, easy to state,
and perhaps not so difficult for a newcomer to think about. Listed below are
a few personal favorites. For other open questions, the reader is encouraged
to dive into the references given at the end of this paper, in particular [Ge3].

Some open problems.-

1. Prove that the mapping class groups of hyperbolic surfaces are
automatic. As a (perhaps) easier question, show that these groups satisfy a
quadratic isoperimetric inequality ([Gel, E et al.]).

2. Are cocompact lattices in SL3(R) automatic? Note that SL3(Z) is a
lattice in SL3(R) which is not cocompact and not automatic. There is a /?-adic
analog to this question which has been solved ([GS1]). Find examples of other
arithmetic groups which are or are not automatic. So far not much seems to
be known for arithmetic groups, except for a result of Gersten and Short
([GS3]) which shows that SL2(0), with 0 a real quadratic number field, is
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not biautomatic (see below). Note that for some rings of algebraic integers,
such as â Z[z], the group SL2($) is the fundamental group of a three

manifold which is automatic.

3. Are fundamental groups of compact, non-positively curved manifolds
automatic? The answer to this question is probably "no" (see 9 below).

4. A simple question whose answer has eluded everyone: If G x H is

automatic, is G automatic? The corresponding statement for free products is

true ([BGSS]).

5. Negatively curved groups have a well-defined "boundary at infinity"
which gives a great deal of information about such groups (see any of the

surveys on negatively curved groups cited above). Is there a corresponding
theory for automatic groups?

6. Explore the effect of changing generators and automatic structures on
the constant k of the /:-fellow traveller property. What is the best constant you
can get for a specific example (e.g. a surface group)? For a given group G,

what is the minimal number of states of a word acceptor which is part of an
automatic structure with unique representatives for G?

7. Study the quasi-convex subgroups of automatic groups (see [GS3]), as

well as other geometric properties which have algorithmic consequences. Work
this out explicitly for fundamental groups of three-manifolds.

8. Does every automatic group have a rational counting function? This is

true for automatic groups where the language of accepted words consists of
geodesies. Explore analytic properties of these functions in special cases

(Cannon and others have done this for several examples).

9. A group is combable if there is a section o: G sd* of the natural map
7i : sd* - G which satisfies the /:-fellow traveller property for some k for all

paths. Automatic groups are simply combable groups whose image

o(G) c sd* is a regular language. Much of the theory of automatic groups
has been generalized to combable groups ([Sh]). Combability is also a very
natural condition to look at when studying geometry, in particular the

geometry of nonpositive curvature. Find an example of a combable group
which is not automatic. A good place to look (according to Thurston) might
be at a cocompact group of isometries of H2 x H2 which does not have a

product of surface groups as a subgroup of finite index. This would also show

that the property of being automatic is not a so-called "geometric invariant",
i.e., a quasi-isometry invariant, but depends on more combinatorial properties

of the group.
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10. Are automatic groups residually finite? Gersten ([Ge4]) has recently

found a combable group that is not residually finite. Which automatic groups

admit a faithful linear representation (such groups are residually finite)? More

generally, what bearing does the automatic structure have on the representation

theory of an automatic group?

11. A notion stronger than automatic is that of biautomatic, where one

is also supplied with word comparators W'a. for multiplication by az on the

left. Much more is proven about biautomatic groups than automatic groups
(e.g. biautomatic groups have solvable conjugacy problem), although it is not
known whether every automatic group is biautomatic. There seems to be a deep

theory of subgroup structure for biautomatic groups, as has been developed

by Gersten and Short ([GS3]). Carry over the theory of biautomatic groups
to automatic groups, in particular solve the conjugacy problem for automatic

groups and also find theorems which put some constraint on what the

subgroups of an automatic group can be (see [Gel, GS3]). Even better, determine

whether every automatic group is in fact biautomatic.

12. Generalize the entire theory of automatic groups by using machines

which are more complicated than finite state automata (see below).

Thurston has envisioned a program of studying algorithmically groups that
arise naturally in geometry and topology. Automatic groups are the first stage

of this program. One idea is to relativize the theory by replacing the states of
the automata by black boxes which could do computations in nilpotent groups
in order to study groups which are automatic (or hyperbolic) "relative to"
certain nilpotent subgroups; examples being fundamental groups of (non-
compact) finite volume complex hyperbolic manifolds. Another direction
might be to replace finite state automata by more complicated machines. In
the hierarchies of languages and machines studied by complexity theorists (e.g.
the Chomsky Hierarchy), regular languages and finite state automata are
always at the bottom of the ladder; in fact, regular languages may be
characterized by the fact that it takes zero-space of an (off-line) Turing
machine to recognize them (see [HU]). More complicated machines should
allow us to do computations (such as solving the word problem efficiently) in
more complicated groups; the geometry of the group dictating the nature of
the machine. The possibilities seem limitless.
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